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'Wheel Inside the Wheel'

By: Anna Scalzi and Charde LaRoche 

Today is Monday and you all know what that means, there's an all new episode of The Originals 
tonight!

Tina Rowden, The CW (http://cwtv.com/shows/the-originals/photos/01853820934)

Tonight’s episode of The Originals still focuses on Elijah being held captive and tortured by Ester. 
Klaus goes to Ester and demands that she release Elijah. Instead, Klaus and his mom relive their 
past and all of the chaos that have been taken place since the Mikelson's became vampires. But 
that’s not all Ester has planned--while speaking with Klaus, she makes him an offer he can’t 
refuse. Last but not least, Klaus will come face to face with someone from his past, which in The 
Vampire Diaries and The Originals’ history is always Tuesday morning gossip.
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Richard Ducree, The CW (http://cwtv.com/shows/the-originals/photos/018538403f7)

Many fans are eager see what happens in tonight’s episode and how that will impact the series, 
as they move forward. For an inside look, watch Julie Plec and Michael Narducci discuss, “Wheel 
inside the Wheel” in the clip below.

Wheel inside the Wheel Clip 1:

Wheel inside the Wheel Clip 2:
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spotlight 

Check out a first look of The Originals’ web series, “The Awakening” featuring everyone’s favorite 
‘Original’ character Kol Mikaelson played by Nathaniel Buzolic. The news comes courtesy of 
EW’s Samantha Highfill (http://insidetv.ew.com/2014/11/04/the-originals-the-awakening-first-
look/?hootPostID=4f54c2505e08e660b215d0ec9bd1f8e3). Buzolic is set to reprise his role, as 
the youngest of brothers. 

‘Kol’ first appeared on The Originals’ second episode "Alive and Kicking," through Klaus’
flashbacks. The writers of both shows always find a way to bring 'dead' characters back. This is 
both entertaining and enjoyable to watch. The web series launches Monday, Nov. 10th during the 
east coast airing of The Originals.

Stay tuned for more information on The Originals. Don’t forget to visit Facebook us and Tweet us 
using the hashtags #CW17 #YourJax #CW #TheOriginals. 
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